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6

Abstract7

Modern engineering assets are complex and very high in value. They are expected to function8

for years to come, with ability to handle the change in technology and ageing modification.9

The aging of an engineering asset and continues increase of vendors and contractors numbers10

forces the asset operation management (or Owner) to design an asset management system11

which can capture these changes. Furthermore, an accurate performance measurement and12

risk evaluation processes are highly needed. Therefore, this paper propose an asset13

management system performance evaluation for an engineering asset based on the System14

Support Engineering (SSE) principles. The research work explores the asset management15

system from a range of perspectives, interviewing managers from across an industrial16

organization. The factors contributing to complexity of an asset management system are17

described in context which clusters them into several key areas. It is proposed that SSE18

framework may then be used as a tool for analysis and management of asset with given an19

industrial example. The paper will conclude with discussion of potential application of the20

framework and opportunities for future research.21

22

Index terms— engineering asset management, performance, evaluation.23

1 Introduction24

lassical techniques in asset management involve performance monitoring, process control and fault diagnosis25
techniques that aim to determine the limit of the asset’s service life. Theoretically, replacement should be made26
at the time when a component of an asset is about to fail so that the full service value of the asset can be utilized.27
However, this is not possible as modern assets are increasing in complexity and sophistication. Moreover, many28
additional factors are always governing the management of the asset.29

Modern engineering assets are complex and very high in value. They are expected to serve for years to come30
with ability to handle the change in technology and customers’ demands. Literatures are showing that the31
consideration for the sustainment of an asset should be engaged at the very early stages of asset management32
system development. Asset stakeholders are demanding more value out of their asset by ensuring sustainability33
in operation. These include availability, readiness, extended operation and other value schemes. Literatures show34
that asset management industry is proposing a holistic asset management system approach (Herder & Wijnia,35
2012; W. Lee, Moh, & Choi, 2012). However, the challenge is how to holistically evaluate the performance of the36
asset management, whether if it is in-house management or contracted management.37

As the asset stakeholders intend (in some cases have) to outsource the support and asset management activities,38
the service provider will take significant part of the risk of sustaining capabilities of the asset for the duration of39
the service ?? In other words, the performance of the asset will relay or directly affected by service and support40
provider(s). It is to the interest of the asset owners and asset manager that the asset does perform as they wish.41
Hence, the relationship between the asset management stakeholders should be clearly drawn and understood in42
regard to the implication and the nature of performing together to get the most out of the system.43
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4 IN HAND RESEARCH LITERATURE

Asset performance measurements depend on good data that is analyzed with sound methods (Pecht, 2012)44
and be translated into information and knowledge allowing decisions to take place. Industry often complain of45
information overload and difficult to allocate. Asset managers complain that they do not have all the relevant46
information to make sound and well-informed decisions. To identify what parameters to measure, it is needed47
to first understand what to change to improve performance and subsequently, identify what are the measuring48
parameters. This paper is proposing a methodology to evaluate and calculate the performance of an engineering49
asset management system. This methodology was built on the principles of the system support engineering.50

Benedettini, & Kay, 2009). Usually figures shows that 70-80% of the western economic activity is built on51
service (Wild, 2010). This economic figures stimulated researchers to innovate service systems. As a start, the52
basic principal of designing a compatible service system is a holistic view of the service where the customer’s53
experience, technical and operational aspects of the product (Pang, 2009;Pombinho & Tribolet, 2012) is taking54
into account. One of the resent strategies in this regard is the servitization of a product. The main feature55
of servitization that it is bringing the focus of service system to a strong buyer centricity and resulted aim to56
generate value from both product and services in bundled packages (Ng, Parry, McFarlane, & Tasker, 2010). The57
combination of marketable product and service where can both satisfy the need of customer called product-service58
system (PSS) (Mont, 2002) and it can be provided either by single company or by an alliance of companies. There59
are over 100 existing articles about PSS in general (Sakao, Ölundh Sandström, & Matzen, 2009). In general,60
the literatures agreed that the focus of the PSS is to design market well-matched service for itemized product.61
Keeping in mind that the servitization developments were shifted form product oriented service to user process62
oriented and the nature of the customer interaction was shifted form transaction-based to relationship-based.63
These changes introduced new challenges for PSS functional design. Even with the PSS systemic approach, it64
has given diminutive depth consideration of elements of a service system or how the elements might interact. The65
foundation of Unified Services Theory (UST) has been drew as ”With service processes, the customer provides66
significant inputs into the production process” (Sampson, 2010). The unified services theory delineates service67
processes from non-service processes (Dandan & Rongqiu, 2010). The UST is a distinctive process but it will68
introduce issues (i.e. structures, behavior, effectiveness, environment... etc.) and challenges on the service69
design process as the customers are vary around the world and they are operating in dissimilar environments for70
unrelated purposes. Literatures agreed in general that performance based contracting is a defined mechanism71
of rewarding values based on the measured outcomes which are scored and rated according to an agreement72
between two parties(Eldridge & Palmer, 2009; Hypko, Tilebein, & Gleich, 2010a, 2010b; Sultana, Rahman, &73
Sanaul Chowdhury, 2013). The concept of PBC is really unique and provides benefits to both parties of the74
contract. However, it did not give in depth details of systemic evaluation of the elements which constricting the75
performance body as it concentrated more on the contracting mechanisms understanding.76

Performance measurement practices have undergone many innovations (Davila, 2012). Literatures shows that77
lots of these innovations have changed the relationships between organization and its employees, customers,78
suppliers and other stakeholders all to ward systemic approach.79

System performance measurement did see a lot of these changes (Tonchia & Quagini, 2010b). Performance80
system requires specific measurements techniques using accurate performance indicators from the Performance81
Measurement System (Tonchia & Quagini, 2010a). Measuring performance has different perspectives include82
but not limited to accounting, marketing and operations. Finding performance is even being a new discipline in83
management (Neely, 2002). There are models for measuring performances. However, models developed in the84
last 20 years are more horizontal and process-oriented (Biazzo & Garengo, 2012).85

This will lead to the following research question ”Can industrial practitioners have a generic architecture to86
simplify the evaluation and sustainable evaluation of engineering asset performance?” If yes; how does it look like?87
This architecture can aligned all elements in unified performance scoring process. Which have the ability indicate88
the rule of element with indication of collaborative performance. So it will make it easier for the practitioners to89
score and to troubleshoot the performance. In addition have the ability to forecast the performance aptitude.90

2 III.91

System Support Engineering (sse) Decisions such as asset replacement, upgrade or system overhaul are in many92
respects equivalent to a major investment, which is risk sensitive. Therefore, solution centered proposition is93
needed. This proposition is form of system support engineering (SSE) (Mo, 2009). Figure 1 maps-out the nature94
of system support engineering in the development process of an asset.95

3 II.96

4 In Hand Research Literature97

Researches on methodologies of providing services with a manufactured products has started on the early eighties98
of the last century (Baines, Lightfoot, ) SSE concept involves the integration of service and system engineering99
to design support solutions. It incorporates a core knowledge base, drawing upon principles derived from a100
wide range of business and engineering disciplines. SSE is ”solution centered”, delivering output solutions which101
are a mix of service and product. Service is a dynamic and complex activity. In all services, irrespective of102
industry sectors or types of customers, services are co-produced with and truly involving consumers. In support103
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solutions, service engineering and system engineering are used together as critical knowledge agents to guide104
the solution design. Service engineering emphasizes customization of solution designs to meet service needs,105
while system engineering emphasizes technical performance of the solution. ”Service and Support” is a strategic106
business model. The customer/supplier relationship is different from those of transactional service offerings where107
interactions are limited mainly to episodic experiences. In this model, the interactions with the customer are108
enduring, like the systems they support, and a support solution seeks to cement a constructive long term customer109
relationship. To simplify these process a generic architecture of SSE was drawn by employing a empirical research110
(ALSaidi & Mo, 2013).111

SSE framework is consists of 3 elements (People, Process and Product) in an operation environment. Also,112
it contains three levels structure (Execution, Management and Enterprise). The SSE framework model called113
3PE model as shown in figure 2. This model was verified through multiple industrial visits and professionals114
contribution during data collection process. The SSE framework was able to outline the relation between115
the elements of system support. However, the details interaction is still yet to be investigated further. The116
investigation aims to explore the nature of these interactions and how they get affected by the environment.117
Nevertheless, the environment concepts themselves need to be clearly defined. In order to do so, the performance118
concepts of the SSE need to be demarcated in understandable relationship which is the target of this paper. 3PE119
model is used to structure and calculate performance, as the whole idea of the support system engineering is to120
sustain the performance of the operating asset. The main challenge at the start is to select a methodology to121
build and present the structure performance calculation. Talking to a range of professionals in the field, nearly all122
of them recommended a hierarchy build up format. They did not know the details but they thought it is the best123
if it can be achieved and easier for them to use and understand. Moreover, the input could be straightforwardly124
distributed to multi management levels. In addition, literatures overview showed that the advantage of buildup125
methodology is reducing the amount of error or the error contribution to the final score in calculation. Therefore,126
the structure of performance calculation was drawn as hierarchy structure so it will be easier to follow and include127
additions.128
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IV. ) and evaluation structure. Therefore, the structure of performance calculation was proposed and drawn as130
hierarchy structure so it will be easier to follow and include additions. Moreover, it is more popular structure with131
most professional practitioners in the industries which were visited and reviewed by the authors. The challenge132
was to formulate an equation to accommodate the elements in a simple format, keeping in mind the interaction133
and interface between the elements evaluated in the 3PE. Moreover, this formula should be generalized to all134
support systems which is a huge difficulty by itself. After long surveying and reviewing performance measurement135
systems available in the literature, equation [1] was proposed to be tested and verified. The proposition is not136
finalized yet but it provides a good start point.137

6 Performance Scoring Structure138

7 P = ?X + ?Y + ?Z139

(1)140
There is a need to develop performance scoring and calculation generic structure. After an industry based141

investigation, it has been suggested a build-up methodology for performance calculation as shown in figure 3. ?142
w n is the contrition weight of that element or the KPI score. ? 1 = w1 + w2 + wn-1 +wn ? E is the environment143
where all this elements are performing. Environment will have an effect or an impact on the performance of these144
elements. The environment factor could be included in KPI score marking.145

The generic detailed elements in order to calculate the factor ”People (X)” is presented in the figure ??.146
Figure ?? : Performance scoring and calculation outlines for people (”X” factor)147
Where ”w n ” is evaluated and distributed in each level separately from other levels but cumulative distribution148

weight for the calculated element or the interface effect between two elements, as 1 = w 1 + w 2 + w n-1 +w n149
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()151
The generic detailed elements in order to calculate the factor ”Process (Y)” is presented in the figure ??.152
Where ”w n ” is evaluated and distributed in each level separately from other levels but cumulative distribution153

weight for the calculated element or the interface effect between two elements, as 1 = w1 + w 2 +154
w n-1 +w n Same-wise, the generic detailed elements in order to calculate the factor ”Product (Z)” is presented155

in the figure ??. These structures of performance calculation gave the ability to estimate the risks could be156
associated with each element and the service provided to it. This risk could be identified based on the work157
environment analysis. Therefore, the first step in the risk identification is to define the work or operation158
environment and in some cases even the business environment. This analysis is guided by the risk analysis159
process in SSE model.160

V.161
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9 Industrial Example162

Receiving feedback information about the actual world, and using the fresh information, is essential to review163
our understanding of the current industrial practice. Learning process always required particular level and164
depth of understanding of the system. Literature shows that several steps should be taking in order to realize165
certain depth of understanding (Correa & Keating, 2003). Moreover, Literature shows that because of its unique166
strengths, case study research is often used for developing new theories. The external validity of multiple cases167
is not problematical issue or core requirement (Robert K. Yin, 2012) but it will strengthen the validation of168
the approach. The targeted benefits of industrial example are: ? An extension of the development technique169
of exiting engineering asset management in the industry by more explicitly treating their sustainability with170
the performance sustainability. ? Validation of the sufficiency of measurement tools for establishing roles and171
responsibilities for performance. ? Documentation of the realities of the world of professional practice regarding172
large and complex engineering systems. ? Determination of the validity of the assumption employed by current173
systems engineering and performance standards.174

? Guidance based on established practices on how to consolidate the engineering asset functions responsible175
for supporting the performance. All in parallel of our expansion of understanding the roles and responsibilities of176
the performance charged with overseeing and ensuring the success of support system engineering and integration177
at the system level.178

? Introduce recommendation of further studies and activities.179
It has been indicated that the most commonly popular data collection methods are: interviews, questioner180

and observation (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 2012) depending on the case or the reason for181
data collection. There are fruitful examples published in the literature on combining more than one method to182
accomplish better results on data collection (Borrego, Douglas, & Amelink, 2009; Lan & Ramesh, 2008; Runeson183
& Höst, 2009; Robert K Yin, 2011). To sum up, collecting conscious-based data through selfreporting is not good184
enough to succeed high accuracy information. Therefore, an interpolation from people involved in the studied185
system to describe their professional understanding and thinking is included. The targeted information in regard186
to:187

? Classification.188
? Authorisation.189
? Study, design and planning. Firstly, the critical feedback roots were highlighted and rated in order to190

capture and evaluate important results. Literature suggested that it could be useful if the research could order191
them based on the importance which could be difficult in these cases. Instead the number and size of inputs and192
outputs of each root was considered to be the importance indicator. The second strategy is to analyze outcomes193
of the complexity. Using cause map as a step toward system dynamic modeling (Woodside, 2010). Such Couse194
maps will highlights the responds communication roots of real-life complex practice in the studied systems. The195
data were collected from automotive parts manufacturer. There is variety of processes which manufactures wide196
range of parts build legitimately complex manufacturing system which need to be supported by reliable and197
effective asset management system.198

10 Global199

With keeping the focus on the engineering asset management, the industrial example: ? Provides Logical200
connections among the observed events, ? Relying on knowledge of how systems preforms.201

? The relation of the Organizations and individuals work.202
The Data gathering process was lengthy process due to the complexity of the system. Figure 7 shows layout203

of the data gathering and structuring process.204
? Implementation planning, management and execution. system. Also, it needs to indicate the overall205

performance value and how much really each element is affecting this score. The data then will be used as a206
verification inputs in the established equatione.207

In the case studied factory, manufacturing cells are performing together forming the operation and operations208
are performing together forming the production system to give final product which is delivered to a customer.209
Delivery is considered to be part of the production system in this case. Performance is valued based on established210
delivery categories. Data of manufacturing cells which are performing an operation is gathered and averaged out211
to give the system in formation of that operation. Then the total operations are gathered up to give the data212
information for the whole system.213

Average System values of an operation are calculated by inserting the data into the following equations:? ?O214
n = [ n )] / k ? ?O n = [ n )] / k ? ?O n = [ n )] / k215

Average Whole system values are calculated by inserting the data into the following equations:? = [ n )] / R216
? ?M = [ n )] / R ? ?M = [ n )] / R217

Where ”k” is the number cells contributing to that operation218
Where ”R” is the number cells contributing to that to whole manufacturing system ”M”219
Literature says that usability of process models is powerfully associated with its simplicity of understanding220

(Mendling, Reijers, & van der Aalst, 2010). The framework provided three increasingly detailed views or levels221
of abstraction from three different perspectives. It allows professionals to look at the same system from different222
perspectives. This creates a holistic view of engineering asset management. The framework in this regards helped223
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to: o Guide to set requirements identification procedure for the development process of an operational engineering224
asset management system in the factory.225

o Provide an overview of the behavior vector of an engineering asset management system development process226
and clearly drawn relations between elements.227

11 CONCLUSION228

The paper presented an approach to evaluate the performance of an asset management system. This paper229
briefly discussed the attempt to induct a structure to evaluate the performance of an asset management system.230
Based on the SSE framework, this paper provides a detail approach to estimate the performance. The research231
suggested that this could be a useful tool or techniques that practitioners in the industry can apply to help them232
in service design for operating assets in order to maintain optimized performance. The difference in developing233
this technique is that it has been inducted from the industry and Allow for interpolation from professionals in the234
system to describe their practical understanding and thinking. Therefore, it becomes easier to be implemented235
or used by the practitioners and this could be the main advantage from the preceding research work in this area.236
The findings suggested that further investigation need to be carried out. The aim of this investigation is to detail237
the effect(s) of operation environment on the 3P elements in regard to their performance in asset management238
system. Never the less, the effects of the interface and/or interaction between the 3P elements should be taking239
into account in this investigation as well.240
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